Self-evaluation of the test candidate
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Driving test
Why this form?
Self-evaluation is part of the driving tests
for the car (category B). It forces you to
evaluate your development as a driver
critically.
You can fill in the self-evaluation form
beforehand, for example at home or during
a driving lesson. Please give the form to
your examiner at the beginning of the test.
The examiner will not assess your answers
until after the test results are known and
will then discuss your answers together

with you. Therefore, the form does not have
any influence on the results of your test.

information about privacy. Or contact our
special officer privacy protection
by mail: privacy@cbr.nl.

Do you have any questions?
For more information please go to
www.cbr.nl or contact our Customer Service
by calling: 088 227 77 00.
The lines are open from Monday to Friday
from 8:00 a.m. to 5:30 p.m.
Privacy
Check www.cbr.nl/privacy for more

Your personal details
Initials and surname
Date of birth

–

–

dd-mm-yyyy

–

–

dd-mm-yyyy

Test details
Date of test

Driving skills

Please tick the appropriate box below, regarding how good you think your driving skills are.
1 = poor, 2 = moderate, 3 = satisfactory, 4 = good, 5 = excellent

Vehicle handling

1

2

3

4

5

Safety

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

Traffic Flow

1

2

3

4

5

Consideration for other road users

1

2

3

4

5

I take into account other traffic
and I deal with other people’s
mistakes in a responsible way.

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

In normal traffic situations, I can
handle the car in the correct way
and I have the car under control.

I maintain sufficient safety
distance from the traffic in front
of me and I make sure there is
enough room around the car.
I recognise potential hazards in
good time and I make sure that
the situation remains as safe as
possible.

I do not hinder other road users
unnecessarily and my driving
allows the traffic flow to progress
normally.
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When driving, I take into account
the actions of more vulnerable
road users such as children, the
elderly, pedestrians and cyclists.

Environmentally-aware driving
I know how to drive in an
environmentally-aware manner
and I can apply this in practice.

